National Bulb Recycling
PO Box 634, Ramsey, N.J. 07446
Phone: 201-661-8301 E-Mail: info@nationalbulbrecycling.com

www.nationalbulbrecycling.com

We are recycling today. For fresh clean air tomorrow.

INTACT LAMP RECYCLING
Fluorescent lamps are great for cutting down on energy costs and for saving
your facility money. But because every fluorescent lamp contains mercury, a
toxic substance, they must be recycled in order to prevent leakage that
occurs through improper disposal. If your facility has a large amount of
lamps, utilizing bulk pickups can help keep your workplace safe and the
environment clean.
With National Bulb Recycling Lamp Pickups you can:





Have either large or small amounts of lamps picked up at your facility
at your convenience
Save money over other recycling solutions designed for hazardous
waste.
Recycle almost any type of lamp
Certify your progress for regulatory or management review with
Recycling Certificates

Interested? Request a Quote or Schedule a Pickup. Contact us with any
questions you may have. @ Ph. # 201-661-8301 or E-Mail us at
info@nationalbulbrecycling.com web site:
www.nationalbulbrecycling.com

FAQ’s
Why recycle fluorescent lamps? Replacing normal incandescent lamps with
fluorescents can save facilities money by cutting down on energy costs. However, every
fluorescent lamp contains the toxin mercury, which can cause major environmental and
health problems if it is released from lamps through improper disposal methods, such as
throwing bulbs in the trash. Lamp recycling that removes the mercury is essential for any
facility that wants to help keep its workplace safe and the environment healthy.

What types of lamps can be recycled? Types of lamps recycled include but
are not limited to:











Straight Fluorescent (all lengths and diameters)
Compacts Fluorescent (both with and without ballast)
Circular
U-bend
UV Lamps (all sizes)
Flood Lamps
Incandescent
Halogen
HID (High Pressure Sodium, Metal Halide, Biax, High Intensity, Bi-Metal)
Shatter shield or Coated Lamps (all sizes)

How should I package my lamps for pickup?

When the specially marked National Bulb Recycling Containment Boxes are
full – give us a call. A National Bulb Recycling representative will come, take
away the full container, sweep clean your designated area and replace an empty
specially marked containment box in its place.
Note: National Bulb Recycling has been sanctioned by the State of New Jersey as
“Approved Fluorescent Bulb and Battery Handlers”

IT”S TIME WE ALL took a step toward CHANGE
Start Recycling Today and
Help us achieve clean air globally

**In an effort to help save our environment, we are printing on both sides of this paper**

